The Annual Copyright License for Higher Education

A single, multi-use copyright license for academic institutions

Share content with confidence

Colleges and universities depend on information. It is essential to every academic institution – from the classroom to the president’s office. But when that information is copyright-protected, it can be challenging to ensure that faculty, researchers and other staff members have the rights they need to use and share it.

The Annual Copyright License from Copyright Clearance Center provides content users campus-wide with the copyright permissions they need in a single, multi-use license.
The Annual Copyright License for Higher Education provides:

- Comprehensive coverage for most content users on campus
- Quick and convenient “check & go” copyright permissions
- Real savings – time and money

From coursepacks, electronic course materials and class handouts, to library reserves, administrative photocopies, internal e-mail, intranet postings and more, the Annual Copyright License has you covered. Faculty, researchers and others – including off-campus copy shops and coursepack providers – can collaborate freely while respecting intellectual property rights.

Save time and money, and gain peace of mind

The Annual Copyright License greatly reduces the time spent securing copyright permissions. With our searchable online catalog, users can verify coverage in seconds. So instead of ordering individual permissions and managing invoices, staff members can dedicate more time to higher value activities.

About CCC

A pioneer in voluntary collective licensing, Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) helps organizations integrate, access, and share information through licensing, content, software, and professional services. With expertise in copyright and information management, CCC and its subsidiary RightsDirect collaborate with stakeholders to design and deliver innovative information solutions that power decision-making by helping people integrate and navigate data sources and content assets.
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